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We study the spin-independent neutralino Dark Matter scattering off heavy nuclei in the MSSM. We identify analytically the blind spots in direct detection for intermediate values of m A . In the region where µ and M 1,2 have opposite signs, there is not only a reduction of the lightest CP-even Higgs coupling to neutralinos, but also a destructive interference between the neutralino scattering through the exchange of the lightest CP-even Higgs and that through the exchange of the heaviest CPeven Higgs. At critical values of m A , the tree-level contribution from the light Higgs exchange cancels the contribution from the heavy Higgs, so the scattering cross section vanishes. We denote these configurations as blind spots, since they provide a generalization of the ones previously discussed in the literature, which occur at very large values of m A . We show that the generalized blind spots may occur in regions of parameter space that are consistent with the obtention of the proper neutralino relic density, and can be tested by non-standard Higgs boson searches and EWino searches at the LHC and future linear colliders. candidate, namely the lightest neutralino [1] , [2] , [3] .
The LHC collider collaborations have not observed any signal of beyond the SM physics yet, and the current bounds on the masses of gluinos and the first and second generation squarks (assuming them to be degenerate in mass) are now larger than 1 TeV [4, 5] . There are also direct LHC searches on neutralinos and charginos, but the limits are still weak at present [6, 7] . In the meantime, the direct DM detection experiments (DDMD) are putting limits on the cross section of a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) scattering off a target of heavy nuclei. By far, the best limits are from the LUX experiment [8] , which probed the spin independent (SI) elastic scattering, and the Xenon100 Experiment, which set limits on both SI scattering and spin dependent scattering [9] . These experiments, together with the future experiments like Xenon1T [10] , LZ [11] and DarkSide [12] are pushing the limits quickly to the regime where the LSP might become visible. The neutralino DM also gets constrained by the relic abundance and indirect DM detection experiments (IDMD), such as IceCube [13] , Fermi [14] , PAMELA [15] and AMS02 experiment [16] .
Many works have tried to identify the MSSM parameter space allowed by current experiments and to understand the prospective for future experiments [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In a recent work [29] , the authors have considered a simplified model, where all scalars, including the heavy Higgs bosons and sfermions are decoupled from observational properties of the DM.
They pointed out that in the region where the Higgsino mass µ is negative, the SI scattering cross section can be suppressed for certain values of Bino mass M 1 , Wino mass M 2 and tan β. While the limit of heavy squarks may be motivated by the current experimental limits on colored particles, unless tan β is very large, there is less motivation to assume very non-standard Higgs bosons. In particular, for moderate or large values of tan β, preferred to obtain the observed value of the SM-like lightest CP-even Higgs boson mass, the non-standard heavy Higgs bosons may have an important impact on DDMD experimental results.
In this article, we include the contribution from the heavy CP-even Higgs boson, which is not necessarily decoupled. We will show that there can be constructive or destructive interference between the contribution from a heavy Higgs boson and a light Higgs boson, and the latter one results in new blind spots. This effect was noticed by some earlier studies [17, [30] [31] [32] [33] , while performing a scan over the constrained MSSM (CMSSM) parameter space. Our aim is to provide an analytical understanding of this phenomenon, identifying the parameter space for which it occurs. This will also provide a simple connection with the results of Ref. [29] . In section II, we are going to show the suppression in SI scattering cross section due to the blind spots with an intermediate m A . In section III, we show some numerical study of the blind spots and also the scattering cross section in the blind spots mentioned in [29] , which we call traditional blind spots. In section IV, we show how the blind spot scenario can be tested at the LHC and at future linear colliders. We reserve section V for our conclusions.
II. BLIND SPOTS AND THE CP-ODD HIGGS MASS
In the MSSM, the SI neutralino scattering off a heavy nucleus is mediated by Higgs bosons, or squarks. The effects from squarks are very suppressed if they are heavy, with masses larger than or of the order of a TeV. Thus, the main contributions come from the t-channel CP-even Higgs exchange, as shown in 
Therefore, the down-quark contribution to the SI amplitude is proportional to
The quantity d is suppressed if the first and second generation squarks are much larger than the gluino mass M 3 and the Higgsino mass parameter µ. In the following, for simplicity, we
shall assume that such a large hierarchy is present and thus in the rest of our analysis, d
is set to zero. The main effect of these corrections is to modify the coupling of the heavy Higgs boson by a few tens of percent at very large values of tan β, what leads to a small modification of the precise value of m H at which the blind spot is present.
Following ref [35] , N i3 and N i4 are proportional to
case, the amplitude becomes proportional to
We can do a similar exercise for a neutralino scattering off an up-type quark, which gives
Include the contributions from all quarks, including the gluon induced ones, the SI scattering cross section can be expressed as
where
T s = 0.040 ± 0.020 and f
(p)
T G ≈ 0.91 are the quark form factors [36, 37] defined as
. Using equations (14) and (15), then the SI scattering cross section is proportional to
with
T G ≈ 0.14. The first term denotes the contribution of the lightest Higgs and its cancellation leads to the traditional blind spot scenarios [29] . The second term is the contribution of the heavy Higgs and as mentioned before for values of |µ| > ∼ m χ and large tan β may become of the same order as the SM-like Higgs one.
In the above, we have used the proton scattering amplitudes to define the spin independent scattering cross section. The result remains valid after including the neutron contributions, since for a neutralino scattering off a neutron the form factors are f
T s = 0.0447 and f (n) T G =0.917 [38] and therefore F before [30, 31, 33] , and the suppression in DDMD was identified numerically from a scan of the parameter space of the CMSSM. Our expressions provide an analytical understanding of this phenomenon. We find out that indeed, as can be seen from Eqs. (18)- (20) 
III. NUMERICAL STUDY
To perform a numerical study of the SI scattering cross section when all sfermions are heavy, the relevant parameters are the Bino mass M 1 , the Wino mass M 2 , the Higgsino mass µ, the CP odd Higgs mass m A and tan β. In the following, we will concentrate on the case in which LSP is mostly bino-like for simplicity, but the analysis can be easily generalized to the case in which LSP is wino-like. In the traditional blind spot scenario, at moderate or large values of tan β the blind spot condition, m χ + µ sin 2β = 0, can only be satisfied if |µ| is very large, which makes the obtention of the right thermal relic density very difficult.
The generalized blind spots, instead, may be obtained for smaller values of |µ|, which may be consistent with the ones necessary to obtain a thermal DM density.
In order to analyze the parameters consistent with the generalized blind spots, we first look at the parameter space away from the traditional blind spot, µ ∼ −2M 1 . We use ISAJET [39] In Figure 2 , we also include the LUX limit (orange line) for a WIMP of mass m χ 220 GeV, and the projected limit from Xenon1T (purple line). For the M 1 and µ values we choose here, the region allowed by the CMS H, A → τ τ searches is still allowed by LUX and can be probed by the future Xenon1T experiment, except for regions of parameters near the generalized blind spot. We also show a plot with tan β = 30, and µ ∼ −4M 1 .
In this case, the blind spot is around 1200 GeV, allowed from the CMS H, A → τ τ searches.
In order to study the relevance of the generalized blind spots scenarios, we also study what We also analyze the relic density. Considering a thermally produced neutralino DM, the annihilation cross section is too small for Bino-like DM, which leads to DM density over abundance, while the annihilation is too efficient for pure wino or Higgsino-like DM, which results in under abundance unless the LSP is heavier than 1 TeV [41, 42] respectively. Only a well-tempered neutralino [44] [45] [46] [47] , a fine tuned mixture of Bino, Wino and Higgsino, can be consistent with the WMAP results Ωh 2 = 0.1138 ± 0.0045 [48] . There are two ways of annihilating excess Bino-like LSP to the correct relic density. One is to bring the mass of at least one of the sfermions down, so that there will be additional contribution from coannihilation with the light sfermion, or by the exchange of a light sfermion to provide the right relic density. The parameter regions where this happens is often called the coannihilation and bulk regions, respectively. Also, in the region where
, which is often called A-funnel, the LSP can annihilate resonantly into a heavy higgs, and the annihilation can be efficient enough to give the right relic density.
In Figure 4 , we show the values of M 1 M 2 /2 and µ < 0 that give the right relic density for various values of tan β. The LEP2 experiments [49] constrain the region where M 1 < 60 GeV, while the region where M 1 < 100 GeV is also constrained by LHC trilepton searches [6, 7] . The traditional blind spots fall in these experimentally constrained regions when tan β is large. For M 1 > 100 GeV, the blind spots from Eq. (19) are allowed by the LHC trilepton searches in the region consistent with the dark matter relic density. The CPodd Higgs mass m A in Figure 4 is chosen to be consistent with the CMS H, A → τ τ searches.
The resonant-annihilation induced by the heavy Higgs bosons can be seen from the almost vertical lines near m A /2 for tan β =10 and tan β =30. The tail of the resonant-annihilation region is also visible for tan β =50. Notice that the region of parameters consistent with the traditional blind spots is far away with the one necessary to obtain the proper relic density.
On the contrary, for values of the CP-odd Higgs masses not much larger than the current experimental limits, for negative values of µ the region consistent with the generalized blind spots is always close to the one consistent with the observed relic density. This means that, if µ is negative and the DM is identified with the lightest neutralino, the SI DDMD cross section is greatly reduced to the presence of the nearby blind spots. The right relic density can be obtained at the blind spot, and therefore the SI DDMD will be greatly reduced in those regions of parameters due to the cancellation of these dominant tree-level contributions. For a given value of tan β, when m A goes down, the blind spot moves closer to the region where a well-tempered neutralino is present. This can be seen from the tan β = 10, m A = 500 GeV and tan β = 10, m A = 400 GeV plots. In the m A = 400 GeV case, the blind spot moves closer to the well-tempered region.
To be consistent with the experimental value of muon g-2 at the blind spot, where µ < 0, M 2 is favored to be negative [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] (for recent works see, for example, Refs. [58, 59] ). 
For neutralino masses of the order of the weak scale, the above ratio, Eq. (21), defines the Higgsino composition of the lightest neutralino, which becomes very relevant in collider searches for neutralinos and charginos.
In Fig. 6 we show countor plots of the necessary values of the ratio µ/m χ to realize the blind pot scenario in the m A -tan β parameter space. We also show in Fig. 6 the present experimental bounds on the non-standard Higgs bosons coming from searches for H, A → τ τ at the CMS experiment [40] . As we will discuss below, this region of parameters will be tested by future searches for non-standard Higgs bosons in the Φ → τ τ channel at the LHC.
The LHC experiments should be able to probe more regions of parameter space for |µ|/m χ by non-standard Higgs searches. Although there is currently no realistic estimate of the future reach of the ATLAS and CMS collaborations in the H, A → τ τ channel 1 , a conservative extrapolation would be to ignore the changes associated with the higher energy LHC run and consider a new bound by just scaling the current bound with the luminosity in such a way that cross section times the square root of the Luminosity L stays constant. At moderate and large values of tan β the production cross section in this channel increases as tan 2 β, so the limit for a given value of m A can be scaled in the way that tan 2 β × √ L stays the same. That means, at 300 fb −1 , the exclusion limit for tan β will be reduced roughly by a factor of (20/300) 1/4 ∼ 0.5. Similarly, 3 σ evidence may be obtained at values of tan β of order 0.6 of the current limit. For discovery, the reach of tan β can be scaled by the current exclusion limit times (20/300) 1/4 × (5/2) 1/2 ∼ 0.8. From Fig. 6 one can see that CMS should be able to test the blind spot scenario for values of |µ|/m χ below 2.5, although evidence or discovery of non-standard Higgs bosons at the blind spot would demand values of |µ|/m χ lower than 2. We note that this estimation is quite conservative for two reasons. First, at higher energy, we expect a higher reach. Second, the cross section comes from the bottom bbH contribution, that scales like tan 2 β and the gluon fusion contribution goes down slower than tan 2 β due to the gluon fusion contribution coming from the top quark. In summary, LHC searches for non-standard Higgs bosons will probe the natural values of |µ|/m χ < ∼ 2.5, and moderate or large values of tan β. On the contrary, the realization of the blind spot at large values of |µ|/m χ will demand large values of the masses of the non-standard Higgs bosons and will be difficult to test at the LHC.
Assuming that a positive signal is observed in non-standard Higgs searches, one would acquire knowledge of two important parameters, namely the non-standard Higgs bosons masses, and tan β, related to the Higgs production rate. The values of these parameters will also provide information of µ/m χ , and therefore if a well tempered thermal dark matter may be present or resonant s-channel Dark Matter annihilation, mediated by the heavy Higgs, is required to realize a thermal dark matter scenario. Larger values of m A and tan β will favor the latter, while smaller values will favor the former possibility. In the latter case, information about the neutralino mass (of order m A /2) would also be obtained 2 .
Further tests of this scenario may be obtained by direct searches for neutralinos and charginos at the high luminosity LHC. In order to simplify our discussion, we shall assume bosons plus missing energy in the final state. Unfortunately, the LHC has a limited reach in this channel, and tests of this scenario with this channel at the LHC14 will be difficult for M 1 > 150 GeV [65] . However, for M 1 O(200 GeV), around 15% of the higgs are boosted, so we can use the jet substructure techniques to tag the boosted higgs, which appears like a fat jet at the LHC [66] . This can provide an alternative way of testing this scenario at LHC14, but a detailed study is lacking and is beyond the scope of this paper.
The region of M 1 > m h , and |µ| < ∼ M 2 can be also tested byχ decays to a Z and the LSP,χ 0 3χ ± 1 production will give tri-lepton signatures at the LHC and CMS can probe the region where mχ0 3 < ∼ 600 GeV [65] . The kinematics and the associated production rate will provide information of the values of µ and therefore may provide a further test of the blind spot scenario at the LHC14.
In the above, we have concentrated on the associated production of charginos and neutralinos. This scenario could be further tested by neutralino pair production, which strongly depends on µ as shown in Fig 7 for M 1 = 100 GeV. The µ dependence is from the higgsino components of the neutralinos and the higgsino mass. In the region where µ < M 2 , the production is dominated byχ In the above, we have concentrated on LHC14 searches, since they provide the more immediate checks of the blind spot scenario. Depending on the neutralino mass, and if µ is not too large, the value of µ can be easily probed by a linear collider [68, 69] . Depending on the center of mass energy of the linear collider, the value of µ can be either tested from neutralino pair production through the multi-lepton channel, where the neutralinos decay to a leptonic Z and the LSP, or from theχ 0 1χ 0 2 production through the dilepton channel. As pointed out in Ref. [69] , for the higgsino pair production with |µ|∼ 150 GeV, a signal can be observed within a few fb −1 , even in the most compressed regions of parameter space. So it is expected that the a linear collider, with a center of mass energy above the production threshold and an integrated luminosity around several fb −1 level, will probe large regions of 
